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Outdoor
INGREDIENTS
Water, Potassium soaps, Fruit acids, Mineral Acids
Note: Natural products are not odour and emission free. Consider possible allergies!
AREAS OF USE
For the cleaning and restoring of weathered (grey) Wood.
SURFACE PREPARATION
Clean surface of loose dirt, algae etc. by scrubbing with a stiff bristle brush.

CONSUMPTION
Depending on the state of ageing of the wood approx. 10 - 15 m²/litre, on non-porous, flat substrate.
APPLICATION
Moisten wood. Using a sponge or cloth apply liberal amounts ProNature Wood Cleaner. Allow the cleaner to draw
in for about 2-3 minutes before scrubbing in direction of the wood grain using a stiff short-bristle brush or scrubbing
pad. Thoroughly rinse wood with clean water, easily done using a jet of water from a hosepipe.
Severely dirty or weathered wood may require a second treatment until wood shows its natural colour and grain.
If sanding is required this should be done before application of ProNature Wood Reviver.
Allow the wood to dry lightly before applying a liberal amount of ProNature Wood Reviver using a brush or
sponge (the use of rubber gloves is recommended). Leave to penetrate for at least 5 minutes and then rinse
thoroughly with clean water. This will restore the original wood colour.
Clean tools with water.
Note: Immediately rinse off spills from surfaces not treated.
For proper protection coat the wood using ProNature Outdoor. See separate leaflet.
ProNature Wood Cleaner is also suitable for the cleaning of oiled and waxed surfaces i.e. finished with ProNature
Floor or ProNature Wax Balm etc.
For cleaning of wooden floors dilute ProNature Wood Cleaner 1:5 with water. If dirt is very stubborn used undiluted.
STORAGE
Store in a cool and frost-free place.
PACKAGE SIZES
0,5l, 1l, 5l, or as Wood Set which contains 200 ml ProNature Wood Cleaner, 200 ml ProNature Reviver + scrubbing
pad + instructions.
General
The above information given is intended as a guideline only. Since this product is used outside of our control,
EnviroTouch CC cannot be held liable for any loss or damage whatsoever relating to the application or surface it
is applied to. We reserve the right to change specifications at any time and without prior notice.
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